Game Plan Tree
Sportlyzer – Software for building efficient and systematic sport clubs

What
Shared game planning system for sport clubs, consisting of:
1. iPad (and Android) app for creating and systemizing game plans and presenting them to athletes.
2. Server side for storing and sharing game plans inside the club.

Why and for whom
Coaches of all sports games use game planning clipboards on daily basis to visualize game situations, drills, etc to athletes. The problem is that game plans on physical clipboards are hard to reproduce and share within clubs. Digital clipboards are also available on the market, but Sportlyzer will build a proprietary app to include it their app family for sport clubs.

Sportlyzer is about to launch an extensive software platform for sport clubs that helps them more efficiently manage administrational activities and raise training quality. Game Plan Tree will be part of tablet app for coaches, where it will be combined with video archive.

Expected outcome
To be confirmed in cooperation with the student team.

Conditions
Any outcomes produced by the student team under and within the framework of the Software Project and any transferable intellectual property rights related thereto, incl. all the economic rights of the author and rights to protect intellectual property are transferred to Sportlyzer OÜ from the moment of creating them.
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Tõnis Saag, CEO, 56904988, tonis.saag@sportlyzer.com
Juri Noga, iOS developer, juri.noga@sportlyzer.com